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The Optometrist's Guide to Financial Freedom
Achieve early retirement through financial independence with the F.I.R.E. plan
Living your best life someday starts with saving smarter for retirement. Start Your
F.I.R.E.: A Modern Guide to Early Retirement can help by giving you the most direct
approach to success and security. It's a perfect addition to what you're probably
already doing, including a 401(k), Roth IRA, or even a basic savings account.
Featuring customizable principles and in-depth insights, this all-in-one retirement
plan delivers a clear, concise path to financial freedom through smart spending,
low-risk investing, creating multiple incomes, and maximizing savings. Ultimately,
this guide can help you take control of your career, your finances, and your life, so
you can reach your goals with confidence. Start Your F.I.R.E.: A Modern Guide to
Early Retirement includes: Expert advice--Get firsthand insider experience from an
author team who have made F.I.R.E. a reality. Essential tips--Get clear, concise
answers to your most burning questions about early retirement planning. Helpful
tools--Learn how to leverage expense spreadsheets, savings rate tables, and asset
allocation charts. Online features―Bonus materials, such as an editable tracking
sheet for monthly expenses and a shopping list with resource links. Financial
independence and early retirement are within reach--with the F.I.R.E. approach.

Work Your Wealth
"A Doctor's Basic Business Handbook" provides real-world strategies for success in
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the initial stages of a career in medicine. Designed for physicians in training and
the early years of their practice, this book covers everything in the world of
"medical business" - from billing and coding to medical marketing to contract law
to personal financial management. Even seasoned physicians will find useful pearls
within these pages.

Financial Fund of Knowledge
Imagine ditching the stress around your finances once and for all. Think about
what your life would be like to have control over your money instead of feeling like
it has control over you. Work Your Wealth isn't your traditional personal finance
book. Mary Beth Storjohann, CFP(r), speaker and writer makes it her mission to cut
through the crap, toss the fancy lingo, make money relatable, and breaks down
specific steps and to-dos along the way to provide you with confidence and clarity
in your financial life. Work Your Wealth makes taking control of your finances
exciting and easy to do. It provides an organized plan of attack that covers
everything from setting goals, budgeting, paying down debt, investing, planning
for retirement, using credit wisely, and more. Not to mention a whole chapter that
covers your real life money questions. In addition, Mary Beth wraps up each
chapter with a list of detailed, actionable Money Moves to help you build the
foundation you need to create your own financial plan. Work Your Wealth educates,
motivates and empowers you to gain a financial education, to kick your bad money
habits (and your debt) to the curb, to step up and invest in yourself, and most of all
to celebrate your wins along the way. If you're ready to take control of your
money, Work Your Wealth is your ticket to a new financial life.

The Busy Professional's Guide to Passive Real Estate Investing
Even the best and brightest doctors lack a financial education. And that's why so
many high-income earners eventually face a career crisis. Now there is a remedy
for medical and other veteran and aspiring professionals-and it does not require
predicting or investing in the stock market. THE PASSIVE INCOME PHYSICIAN is the
story of a former U.S. Navy veteran who became an emergency medicine physician
only to realize his profession was causing personal harm. Thomas Black MD found
a solution for his career dissatisfaction by trusting a passion for real estate
investing that he'd nurtured while in residency. His transformation from ER doctor
to the founder of an asset management firm with over $40 million in holdings is
one part memoir, one part whistle blower-over 50 percent of America's doctors
report -burn out--and a generous portion of financial makeover expert. You'll learn
how to rethink your plan for an abundant future. In various financial market
interviews, the author has said his mission is to help other professionals get their
money on track. -Real estate investing is my passion because it is also my
salvation. It is not enough to be 'rich.' Wealth is freedom. It gives us choices and
removes a lot of stress.- THE PASSIVE INCOME PHYSICIAN reveals how well-paid
professionals waste money by investing in common but unreliable paper assets.
The book also provides evidence-based solutions for expanding net worth. 1
Critical Failure 2 A Zeal for Excellence 3 Rejecting Inexperience 4 Flawed Thinking
5 First House 6 Buying in Houston 7 Follow Your Heart 8 What's the Catch? 9
Family Owned 10 To Manage or Not To Manage 11 No Turning Back 12 Rolling It
Over 13 Managing Assets 14 Class Action 15 Mass Appeal: A Cautionary Tale 16
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Life in Storage 17 Decreasing Risk 18 Satisfaction: Retiring Old Ideas

The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing
I met Bob Doroghazi when he dropped the first draft of his manuscript of The
Physician’s Guide to Investing: A Practical Approach to Building Wealth at my
office. I will have to admit I was a bit skeptical: a physician writing a book on
investments? During that first meeting with Bob, it became evident that he had
been a successful physician and a successful investor, so I agreed to take a look at
the book. I was in for a pleasant surprise. Bob’s manuscript was easy to read and
had specific advice useful to physicians, interspersed with lots of practical tidbits
for any investor. Having written three college-level finance and investment texts, I
was excited to be in on a project aimed at offering practical investment advice to a
more general, yet specialized, audience. I had high expectations for the book and
am pleased to say that I believe Bob has delivered a book that every physician
interested in building wealth and protecting assets should read. Bob is a straight
shooter; he tells it like he sees it in his book. Some doctors might be indignant on
reading his statements, such as “Physicians sometimes have no idea of their
limitations. This type of arrogance and ego can result in investing disaster.”
However, if you do have these limitations (and most professionals, even college
professors, do), then reading Bob’s book will help you recognize situations in which
they can lead to poor investment decisions.

The Investor's Manifesto
The best-selling author of A Random Walk Down Wall Street takes the mystery out
of the investment process by presenting ten easy-to-follow rules, which range from
"Fire your investment adviser" and "Start now" to "The Market Is Smarter than You
Are," designed to promote long-term financial success and security. Reprint.
30,000 first printing.

What Every Real Estate Investor Needs to Know About Cash
Flow And 36 Other Key Financial Measures
The Bogleheads are back-with retirement planning advice for those who need it!
Whatever your current financial situation, you must continue to strive for a viable
retirement plan by finding the most effective ways to save, the best accounts to
save in, and the right amount to save, as well as understanding how to insure
against setbacks and handle the uncertainties of a shaky economy. Fortunately,
the Bogleheads, a group of like-minded individual investors who follow the general
investment and business beliefs of John C. Bogle, are here to help. Filled with
valuable advice on a wide range of retirement planning issues, including some
pearls of wisdom from Bogle himself, The Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement
Planning has everything you need to succeed at this endeavor. Explains the
different types of savings accounts and retirement plans Offers insights on
managing and funding your retirement accounts Details efficient withdrawal
strategies that could help you maintain a comfortable retirement lifestyle
Addresses essential estate planning and gifting issues With The Bogleheads' Guide
to Retirement Planning, you'll discover exactly what it takes to secure your
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financial future, today.

Start Your F.I.R.E. (Financial Independence Retire Early): A
Modern Guide to Early Retirement
What You Don't Know About Real Estate Investing . . . . . . Could cause you to miss
the greatest opportunity you'll ever have for growing passive income. As a busy
professional, you can still have time to buy and manage a real estate
investment--if you know how. It's no different from managing any other business:
choose what you can do and hire someone to do the rest. With this book, you'll
learn how to oversee a property management company and how to manage
dozens of units yourself in less than 15 hours a month. In the fourth book of The
Doctors Guide series, Dr. Cory S. Fawcett shows you how he managed five
apartment complexes as a full-time surgeon-and what he learned along the way:
-How to evaluate the profit potential of a real estate investment -How to create
passive income without the restrictive IRS spending rules of a 401(k) -How the
depreciation boosts your rental income "This is the book I wish I had before I
started investing in rental properties. Everything a new investor needs to know is
in this book." --Dan Lane, Rental Income Podcast "A book written with surgical
precision on how to succeed in residential real estate investing." --J. Brant Darby,
DDS Dr. Cory S. Fawcett is a consultant, speaker, award-winning author,
entrepreneur, and repurposed general surgeon. He has been involved in more than
two dozen business and real estate ventures. His passion for teaching personal
finance and helping doctors lead happy and debt-free lives spans his entire career.
His mission is to eliminate burnout, debt, and bankruptcy among physicians,
dentists, and others in the healthcare industry through keynote speaking, writing,
and one-on-one coaching.

The Doctors Guide to Real Estate Investing for Busy
Professionals
Although physicians are extremely intelligent, hard working, and superbly trained
in medicine, they are often poorly trained in how to invest the hard-earned fruits of
their labor. In The Physician's Guide to Investing: A Practical Approach to Building
Wealth, a successful physician/investor and a professor of finance join forces to
present an easy-to-read, commonsense guide to investing, especially tailored to
the needs of medical students and physicians of all ages and disciplines. Giving
simple, practical advice on how health professionals can manage and invest their
money, the book covers all general aspects of investing and financial planning,
with the ultimate long-term goal of attaining financial security. Here, physicians
will quickly discover what is a reasonable rate of return on an investment, when
the return on an investment should immediately cause alarm, and how to
recognize when a real opportunity does arise. They will also find profitable
suggestions about paying off their mortgage early, the power of thrift, when to buy
and when to sell an asset, and whether to invest in stocks, bonds, real estate,
collectibles, or art. In addition, the author offers sound advice on setting financial
goals, drawing up appropriate documents, saving for retirement and a child's
education, purchasing insurance, and minimizing fees. Dr. Doroghazi's advice is
based on many years of personal financial management and investing that have
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allowed him to pay his own way through college and medical school, to own his
own home and a vacation condominium free of debt, to fund his children's
education, and to have accumulated sufficient assets to achieve financial security
at an early age. Easy-to-read and highly instructive, The Physician's Guide to
Investing: A Practical Approach to Building Wealth offers busy clinicians and health
care professionals simple proven principles for managing their personal finances
and investing their money to attain a lifetime of financial security.

The Physician Philosopher's Guide to Personal Finance: The
20% of Personal Finance Doctors Need to Know to Get 80% of
the Results
When was the last time you checked under the hood of your financial plan for life?
From this very first question, author Kenneth W. Rudzinski draws you into an actionoriented examination of your complete financial plan, including retirement,
investment, estate, asset protection, risk management, and more. The Physician's
Guide to Avoiding Financial Blunders expands on Kenneth W. Rudzinski's popular
financial and practice management column featured in world-renowned
newspapers on ophthalmology, orthopedics, optometry, cardiology and infectious
disease. Author Kenneth W. Rudzinski brings his thirty-five years of business and
practice management experience directly to you in The Physician's Guide to
Avoiding Financial Blunders. This is a dynamic book that provides practicing
physicians at various stages of their careers and with varying personal financial
means with the tips and tools to avoid the financial disasters that await most
people who fail to check the details of their financial plan for life. Organized in a
comprehensive and user-friendly format, physicians will embrace and appreciate
the information being presented chapter by chapter in an effective point-by-point
action plan that will advise “what to do vs what not do” in their personal and
professional planning. Some topics covered include: • Investing - common sense
lessons on how to avoid the “big mistake” in investing • Retirement – your
“timeline” to prepare for the longest “vacation” of your life? • Risk management –
avoid the income disaster headed your way? • Asset protection – learn how to
defeat predators and creditors before they defeat you • Estate planning – your
estate documents may already be extinct • Financial planning – 10 common
mistakes—which ones are you making? Appealing to a wide audience, young and
old, with a conversational tone and with dozens of humorous anecdotes, all
physicians will benefit from reading and applying the tips and advice presented
inside The Physician's Guide to Avoiding Financial Blunders. You cannot read this
book without finding something in your financial plan for life that needs immediate
fixing. The impact is immediate. Be prepared to be challenged to action.

The Investment Answer
"Public companies are everywhere, and they surround you frommorning to night. .
. . Nearly everything you eat, wear, read,listen to, ride in, lie on, or gargle with is
made by one. Perfumeto penknives, hot tubs to hot dogs, nuts to nail polish are
made bybusinesses that you can own." --from the Introduction. McDonald's, The
Gap, Circuit City, Gillette, CBS, and thousandsmore . . . anybody can own part of
big and small companies. Ascompanies grow and prosper, you can too. Whenever
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burgers areeaten, sweaters are purchased, batteries are used, and faces
areshaved, you've got a piece of the action. From Alexander Hamiltonto Warren
Buffett, people have been making big money by investingin the corporations and
institutions around them. Mutual-fund superstar Peter Lynch and author John
Rothchild explainwhat's not normally taught in high school --how the stock
markethelps you and how it helps the country. By understanding how andwhy the
stock market works when you buy a share of a company orpurchase a mutual fund,
you can make informed --and profitable--decisions. Whether you're saving for
college, a house, a trip, orretirement, there is no better method to secure a sound
financialfuture than to invest. Young or old, there is no better time tostart investing
than now. "Investing is fun. It's interesting. It can put you on the road to prosperity
for the rest of your life.. . ." Learn to Earn gives you the expert guidance you need
to make theright start. Lynch and Rothchild cover the gamut on
investmentfundamentals and principles, from choosing stocks, to picking abroker,
to reading an annual report. Learn to Earn reveals how todecipher the stock pages
and how to evaluate the pros and cons ofthe five basic investment vehicles
--savings accounts,collectibles, houses or apartments, stocks, and bonds. Yet,
thereis much more to investing than just the principles, and there ismuch more to
Learn to Earn than just the fundamentals. Opportunitycomes in many forms, from
many sources, with many histories.Brimming with stories and parables, Lynch and
Rothchild alsoexplain: * Why the world as we know it would collapse without
investors . .. * How capitalism, from the time of the American Revolution on,
hasshaped the past, and how that affects us today . . . * How Coke, Campbell's
Soup, Ben & Jerry's, Microsoft, andother big companies got started, who gets rich
from them, and howthey got that way . . . * How to know the real story behind the
price of a stock

The White Coat Investor's Financial Boot Camp
A timeless approach to investing wisely over an investment lifetime With the
current market maelstrom as a background, this timely guide describes just how to
plan a lifetime of investing, in good times and bad, discussing stocks and bonds as
well as the relationship between risk and return. Filled with in-depth insights and
practical advice, The Investor's Manifesto will help you understand the nuts and
bolts of executing a lifetime investment plan, including: how to survive dealing
with the investment industry, the practical meaning of market efficiency, how
much to save, how to maintain discipline in the face of panics and manias, and
what vehicles to use to achieve financial security and freedom. Written by
bestselling author William J. Bernstein, well known for his insights on how
individual investors can manage their personal wealth and retirement funds wisely
Examines how the financial landscape has radically altered in the past two years,
and what investors should do about it Contains practical insights that the everyday
investor can understand Focuses on the concept of Pascal's Wager-identifying and
avoiding worst-case scenarios, and planning investment decisions on that basis
With The Investor's Manifesto as your guide, you'll quickly discover the timeless
investment approaches that can put you in a better position to prosper over time.

Financial Residency
Written by a practicing emergency physician, The White Coat Investor is a highPage 6/18
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yield manual that specifically deals with the financial issues facing medical
students, residents, physicians, dentists, and similar high-income professionals.
Doctors are highly-educated and extensively trained at making difficult diagnoses
and performing life saving procedures. However, they receive little to no training in
business, personal finance, investing, insurance, taxes, estate planning, and asset
protection. This book fills in the gaps and will teach you to use your high income to
escape from your student loans, provide for your family, build wealth, and stop
getting ripped off by unscrupulous financial professionals. Straight talk and clear
explanations allow the book to be easily digested by a novice to the subject matter
yet the book also contains advanced concepts specific to physicians you won't find
in other financial books. This book will teach you how to: Graduate from medical
school with as little debt as possible Escape from student loans within two to five
years of residency graduation Purchase the right types and amounts of insurance
Decide when to buy a house and how much to spend on it Learn to invest in a
sensible, low-cost and effective manner with or without the assistance of an
advisor Avoid investments which are designed to be sold, not bought Select
advisors who give great service and advice at a fair price Become a millionaire
within five to ten years of residency graduation Use a "Backdoor Roth IRA" and
"Stealth IRA" to boost your retirement funds and decrease your taxes Protect your
hard-won assets from professional and personal lawsuits Avoid estate taxes, avoid
probate, and ensure your children and your money go where you want when you
die Minimize your tax burden, keeping more of your hard-earned money Decide
between an employee job and an independent contractor job Choose between sole
proprietorship, Limited Liability Company, S Corporation, and C Corporation Take a
look at the first pages of the book by clicking on the Look Inside feature Praise For
The White Coat Investor "Much of my financial planning practice is helping doctors
to correct mistakes that reading this book would have avoided in the first place." Allan S. Roth, MBA, CPA, CFP(R), Author of How a Second Grader Beats Wall Street
"Jim Dahle has done a lot of thinking about the peculiar financial problems facing
physicians, and you, lucky reader, are about to reap the bounty of both his
experience and his research." - William J. Bernstein, MD, Author of The Investor's
Manifesto and seven other investing books "This book should be in every career
counselor's office and delivered with every medical degree." - Rick Van Ness,
Author of Common Sense Investing "The White Coat Investor provides an expert
consult for your finances. I now feel confident I can be a millionaire at 40 without
feeling like a jerk." - Joe Jones, DO "Jim Dahle has done for physician financial
illiteracy what penicillin did for neurosyphilis." - Dennis Bethel, MD "An excellent
practical personal finance guide for physicians in training and in practice from a
non biased source we can actually trust." - Greg E Wilde, M.D Scroll up, click the
buy button, and get started today!

The Physician's Guide To Investing
In medical training, our job is to hone our craft by learning and practicing the best
possible medicine for our patients. Unfortunately, medical training isn't free. With
the substantial debt burden facing graduating medical students, it has become
increasingly important to know how to navigate the choppy waters of personal
finance. With sharks in the water, no training on personal finance, and little time to
spare on such an important topic, this short primer aims to teach you only what
you need to know about personal finance so that you can focus on taking good
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care of patients. If you are ready to learn how to effectively pay down your student
loans, invest efficiently, and achieve financial freedom early in your career - then
this book is for you. Feel free to take a look at the introductory portion of the book
through the "Look Inside" feature. Here are some of the essential topics you will
learn in The Physician Philosopher's Guide to Personal Finance: ●Investing basics
(compound interest, time in the market versus "timing" the market,
etc.)●Investing specifics (types of vehicles, solid investment plans, and
examples)●Specifics on how to attack your student loans●Paying off debt versus
investing (or both) at various stages●Asset protection (life, disability, umbrella
insurance, etc)●Where to get financial advice and identifying where conflicts of
interest exist●Why lifestyle inflation matters after training and how it can wreck
your lifePraise for The Physician Philosopher's Guide to Personal Finance: "I have
frequently told physicians and dentists that the first really good personal finance
and investing book you ever read is likely to be worth $2 Million to you over the
course of your life This is a $2 Million book." - James M. Dahle, MD (The White Coat
Investor)"Applying the Pareto principle, Dr. Turner has distilled his substantial
knowledge and experience in personal finance into a no-nonsense book that a
physician can easily read and understand in one insightful evening." Leif M.
Dahleen, MD (Physician on FIRE)

The Busy Doctor's Investment Guide
In addition, the author offers sound advice on setting financial goals, drawing up
appropriate documents, saving for retirement and a child's education, purchasing
insurance, and minimizing fees. Dr. Doroghazi's advice is based on many years of
personal financial management and investing that have allowed him to pay his
own way through college and medical school, to own his own home and a vacation
condominium free of debt, to fund his children's education, and to have
accumulated sufficient assets to achieve financial security at an early
age."--Jacket.

How to Think about Money
The Random Walk Guide to Investing
From one of America’s most trusted financial advisors: a guide to making the most
of your retirement plans and assuring long-term financial security. Everyone knows
that investing in your retirement is important. Yet only half of all eligible Americans
contribute to a retirement plan. That’s because 401(k)s, 403(b)s, 457s, and IRA
plans are complicated, confusing, and costly. New York Times bestselling author
and acclaimed financial advisor Ric Edelman has counseled thousands of savers
and retirees, and has accumulated his advice in this book. Edelman has created a
step-by-step guide. With illuminating examples and simple explanations, he shares
everything you need to know as a plan participant: how much you need to retire
comfortably, how to make wise choices among your investment options, and how
to maximize the benefits of your 401(k). Along the way, he debunks the myths and
clears up the confusion.
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The Penis Book
Are you drowning under student loans? Do you dream of early retirement? Do you
enjoy reading book descriptions? Are you clueless about personal finance?
Physician Finance is the book for you, with 180 pages of high-yield information that
you can put to use immediately. Unlike other financial books that are a struggle to
read, Physician Finance is meant to be informative and entertaining. Yes, finance
can be interesting and fun. You will laugh; you will cry as you learn about: How to
retire early. Why you should immediately pay off student loans. How much to save
for retirement. What type of disability and malpractice insurance to have. How to
protect your assets. Quick and simple ways to save money. How to save for your
kid's college. Why it's more important to pay yourself first. Fun financial factoids
that will surely make you the life of any party. What types of insurances to avoid.
Investing the easy way. Written by a doctor for doctors or high-income
professionals, Physician Finance is an indispensable resource for both beginners
and those who are more advanced. It is filled with great and simple money
management advice that will set you on the right path today. Click on the look
inside icon or download a free sample today (and curl up under a cozy blanket).

Physician Finance
Twenty benefits from the three-fund total market index portfolio. The Bogleheads’
Guide to The Three-Fund Portfolio describes the most popular portfolio on the
Bogleheads forum. This all-indexed portfolio contains over 15,000 worldwide
securities, in just three easily-managed funds, that has outperformed the vast
majority of both professional and amateur investors. If you are a new investor, or
an experienced investor who wants to simplify and improve your portfolio, The
Bogleheads’ Guide to The Three-Fund Portfolio is a short, easy-to-read guide to
show you how.

The White Coat Investor
Tax-Free Wealth is about tax planning concepts. It’s about how to use your
country’s tax laws to your benefit. In this book, Tom Wheelwright will tell you how
the tax laws work. And how they are designed to reduce your taxes, not to
increase your taxes. Once you understand this basic principle, you no longer need
to be afraid of the tax laws. They are there to help you and your business—not to
hinder you. Once you understand the basic principles of tax reduction, you can
begin, immediately, reducing your taxes. Eventually, you may even be able to
legally eliminate your income taxes and drastically reduce your other taxes. Once
you do that, you can live a life of Tax-Free Wealth.

Retire Early with Real Estate
This book is everything you need to plan for your financial future and avoid paying
tens of thousands of dollars to a financial advisor.A financial plan will guide you
during good and bad times, ups and downs of the market, job changes, and
financial setbacks. Creating a financial plan is not all about money, budgeting, and
investing. It's about enabling you to live the life you truly want.As you progress
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through your career in medicine, you have never been taught how to prepare for a
healthy financial future, leaving you vulnerable to being sold products you don't
need or working so hard that you experience burnout.Physicians are the smartest
people on the planet when it comes to medicine, so why not finances too? Let's
change the dynamic between money and medicine and help you live your ideal
life.

Sex in China
Unlock the perfect strategy to build wealth for the future and create a fulfilling life
you can live today. Isn't it time to take control of your investments? Are you
looking for a more profitable way to invest your hard-earned money?Do you worry
that you won't have enough time to save for a comfortable retirement?Are you too
busy to find a better way to invest and save on taxes? In The Busy Professional's
Guide to Passive Real Estate Investing you will learn: * What is and what is not
passive real estate investing* How high-income earners can build tremendous
wealth quickly * How to invest in conservative, recession-resistant real estate
assets * How to leverage your money to give you more time * The benefits of real
estate and how to reduce your taxes * How to enjoy these benefits without timeconsuming ownership responsibilities* How to develop a roadmap to financial
freedom Vanessa Peters, MD will take you through her journey investing in real
estate as a full-time physician. She will show you how passive income can improve
your life by creating more time to spend time on the things you enjoy and with the
people you love―now―not just when you retire

Annual Update in Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine 2020
Investment Strategies So Easy, a Doctor Could Do It As a busy physician, you
spend your days weighing risks against benefits before prescribing tests or
treatment plans for your patients. Why not round on and control your own portfolio
with the same methodical process in just a few minutes a month? The Busy
Doctor’s Guide to Investing presents practical ways to optimize your portfolio’s
health and put you in charge of your financial future―requiring little more than
minutes each month, without expensive money managers. Author David Yeh has
spent 20 years researching, back testing, and refining straightforward investment
systems that have allowed him to semi-retire at 45 years of age. David combines
the tools of traditional money managers, the risk mitigation techniques of active
market traders, and the pattern recognition and quantitative analytic skills of a
diagnostic physician to systematically reduce portfolio risk and thus improve your
portfolio’s performance. Let David teach you to the simple fundamentals to nurture
and grow your assets outside of your practice―the same techniques he uses to
invest in his own account and the accounts of his clients.

Learn to Earn
What if there were a way to cut through all the financial mumbo-jumbo? Wouldn't it
be great if someone could really explain to us-in plain and simple English-the
basics we must know about investing in order to insure our financial freedom? At
last, here's good news. Jargon-free and written for all investors-experienced,
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beginner, and everyone in between-THE INVESTMENT ANSWER distills the process
into just five decisions-five straightforward choices that can lead to safe and sound
ways to manage your money. When Wall Street veteran Gordon Murray told his
good friend and financial advisor, Dan Goldie, that he had only six months to live,
Dan responded, "Do you want to write that book you've always wanted to do?" The
result is this eminently valuable primer which can be read and understood in one
sitting, and has advice that benefits you, not Wall Street and the rest of the
traditional financial services industry. THE INVESTMENT ANSWER asks readers to
make five basic but key decisions to stack the investment odds in their favor. The
advice is simple, easy-to-follow, and effective, and can lead to a more profitable
portfolio for every investor. Specifically: * Should I invest on my own or seek help
from an investment professional? * How should I allocate my investments among
stocks, bonds, and cash? * Which specific asset classes within these broad
categories should I include in my portfolio? * Should I take an actively managed
approach to investing, or follow a passive alternative? * When should I sell assets
and when should I buy more? In a world of fast-talking traders who believe that
they can game the system and a market characterized by instability, this
extraordinary and timely book offers guidance every investor should have.

Psychotic Disorders
In comments that were unfortunately prescient, Dr. Doroghazi said in the first
edition "the author feels we are currently experiencing a real estate bubble." And
in anticipation of the credit crisis, he said "banks are far too lenient in their lending
practicesthe problem is that bankers are often not lending their own
moneyconsidering that a significant percentages of mortgages are sold to Fannie
Mae (FNM) and Freddie Mac (FRE), the problem is now actually everyone’s." This
new and expanded edition provides commonsense advice that all investors,
physicians and non-physicians will find profitable in these difficult times. Learn
about the power of thrift, the magnificence of compound interest, the malevolence
of debt and the perniciousness of fees. See how to pay off the mortgage by age 45,
fund your children’s education and retire at a reasonable age rather than continue
to work because you must.

The Physician{u2019}s Guide to Investing
Formulas that make the difference between making profits and losing equity The
only way to win the real estate investing game is by mastering the numbers. This
revised and updated edition of the popular reference shows how to target the best
investments in the present market. It answers all your real estate questions, and
provides new discussions of capital accumulation and internal rate of return. This
book’s basic formulas will help you measure critical aspects of real estate
investments, including Discounted Cash Flow Net Present Value Capitalization Rate
Cash-on-Cash Return Net Operating Income Internal Rate of Return Profitability
Index Return on Equity

The Physician's Guide to Investing
"The financial market is a complex system, but that doesn't mean it requires a
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complex strategy; in fact, this false premise is the driving force behind many
investors' market 'mistakes.' Information is important, but understanding and
perspective are the keys to better decision-making. This book describes [a] way to
view the markets and your portfolio, and [outlines] strategies that [may] make
investing more profitable, less confusing, and less time-consuming"--Amazon.com.

Tax-Free Wealth
After learning the art of medicine, are you prepared for the business of medicine?
You have spent years training in the art of medicine, but are you prepared for the
business of medicine? Financial Fund of Knowledge shares practical and insightful
business and financial tips for residents and physicians. You'll find suggestions for
managing medical school loans to your advantage, negotiating your employment
contract, choosing asset protection strategies, taking steps to reduce tax liabilities,
determining the best insurance products and investment tools, and avoiding the
typical missteps taken by physicians in their financial and business decisions.
Michael Reiman, CFS, is President of Reiman Financial, LLC in Dallas, Texas. Max
Adams, Esq, LUTCF, CRFA, is President of M.A. Financial Group in Miami, Florida.
They've helped hundreds of doctors as partners in their financial planning process.

The Physician's Guide to Avoiding Financial Blunders
The Annual Update compiles reviews of the most recent developments in
experimental and clinical intensive care and emergency medicine research and
practice in one comprehensive reference book. The chapters are written by well
recognized experts in these fields. The book is addressed to everyone involved in
internal medicine, anesthesia, surgery, pediatrics, intensive care and emergency
medicine.

The Truth About Retirement Plans and IRAs
Fueled by the popular and rapidly growing ODsonFinance Facebook community of
Optometrists and companion website, Co-founders Drs. Dat Bui and Aaron Neufeld
created this comprehensive blueprint on techniques to overcome financial
obstacles facing optometry students, residents, practicing doctors and other highearning professionals. This book strives to teach both young and experienced
optometrists financial topics that were never taught in school, ranging from
strategies on how to use a high-income salary to attack massive student debt,
budgeting and saving for retirement, avoiding predatory advice from financial
advisers, using tax strategies to save money, creating passive income, stepping
into private practice ownership and how to build wealth through long-term
investing in an ever-changing optometric world. Clinical anecdotes and
straightforward advice will keep students and new graduates entertained page
after page while teaching important financial lessons to avoid potential pitfalls.
This Book will cover topics such as: The harsh reality of Optometry and finding the
right optometric career for you How to save money while in school and ways to
attack student debt How to save for retirement and build wealth for the future
through investing and real estate Practice ownership and creating a profitable
practice Insurance and tax strategies, and when to hire professional help How to
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create your own side hustle Praise for the The Optometrist's Guide to Financial
Freedom: "This is it! The guide that every single optometrist should be reading!
Why weren't we taught this in school?" -Dr. Angela Wong O.D "An amazing highyielding personal finance guide for doctors and other high earning professionals!
Very practical and straight to the point." -Dr. Andy Vu D.D.S. "I've been following
Dr. Dat and Dr. Aaron online for a while now, and I couldn't wait to pick up their
new book! The financial advice they give is very practical and easy to follow. This
is a must-read for any health care professional who wants to manage their money
more efficiently. Highly recommended!" -Dr. Austin Ofreneo, O.D. "The
ODsonFinance guys have done a great job in teaching young doctors how to tackle
the unique financial issues that plague physicians! I felt so lost and helpless before
I read this and now this book is a guiding light for my future wealth-building." -Dr.
Rose Wei M.D.

The Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement Planning
Understanding the visitor experience provides essential insights into how museums
can affect people’s lives. Personal drives, group identity, decision-making and
meaning-making strategies, memory, and leisure preferences, all enter into the
visitor experience, which extends far beyond the walls of the institution both in
time and space. Drawing upon a career in studying museum visitors, renowned
researcher John Falk attempts to create a predictive model of visitor experience,
one that can help museum professionals better meet those visitors’ needs. He
identifies five key types of visitors who attend museums and then defines the
internal processes that drive them there over and over again. Through an
understanding of how museums shape and reflect their personal and group
identity, Falk is able to show not only how museums can increase their attendance
and revenue, but also their meaningfulness to their constituents.

Doctor's Eyes Only
An outline review of personal finance for physicians.

The Passive Income Physician
There are those who think the goal of investing is to beat the market and amass as
much wealth as possible, that street smarts and hard work ensure investment
success, and that the road to happiness is paved with more of everything. And
then there are those who get it.Want a more prosperous, less stressful financial
life? Jonathan Clements, longtime personal finance columnist for The Wall Street
Journal, is here to help. His goal: to provide readers with a coherent way to think
about their finances, so they worry less about money, make smarter financial
choices and squeeze more happiness out of the dollars that they have. How to
Think About Money is built around five key ideas: Money can buy happiness, but
we need to spend with great care. Most of us will enjoy an extraordinarily long
life--and that has profound financial implications. We are hardwired for financial
failure, so sensible money management takes great mental strength. We need to
bring order to our financial life--by focusing on our paycheck, or lack thereof. If we
want to add to our wealth, we should strive to minimize the subtractions."Now why
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didn't I think of that? That's what you'll ask yourself after you read Jonathan
Clements's fine new book. Its beauty lies in the commonsense and wisdom that is
summed up in just five simple steps that will help you to earn your financial
independence. Easy to understand, essential to follow."--John C. Bogle, founder,
The Vanguard Group"Jonathan Clements brings his intelligence, insight and
commonsense to How to Think About Money, which is packed with wisdom and
great guidance. Read it and reap the rewards in the years and decades
ahead."--Eric Tyson, author of Personal Finance for Dummies and Investing for
Dummies "How to Think About Money is financial feng shui --a blueprint for
harmonizing all the aspects of personal finance into a balanced way of approaching
and managing money. I found myself measuring my own attitudes and beliefs
against the yardsticks in Jonathan Clements's book, and was pleased to find that
we're on the same page. Anyone who feels overwhelmed by the challenges of
today's world can benefit from Clements's advice on how to make smart financial
choices, as well as how to develop, in his words, a 'coherent way to think about
their financial life'."--Janet Bodnar, editor, Kiplinger's Personal Finance
magazine"Concise, important and true. Jonathan Clements provides you a path not
just to better finances, but to a better life."--Terry Burnham, finance professor,
Chapman University, and author of Mean Markets and Lizard Brains"Jonathan
Clements writes so well and thinks so clearly that even financial planning, saving,
and wise decisions are almost fun to think through with him as our guide."--Charles
Ellis, author of Winning the Loser's Game"In How to Think About Money, Jonathan
Clements, one of the premier financial writers of our times, provides readers with a
roadmap for a successful financial life. It's an easy read that can result in changing
the way readers look at investing and life. Read it and reap."--Mel Lindauer,
Forbes.com columnist and co-author of The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing and
The Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement Planning"Jonathan Clements is one of the
greatest financial consumer advocates of our time, not only because of his
emphasis on a practical and commonsense approach to personal finance, but
because his message is delivered in a welcoming, easy-to-understand manner.
That approach moves his readers to take the most important step toward winning
in the personal-finance world--taking ownership of one's financial life and following
that with action."--Peter Mallouk, president of Creative Planning and author of The
5 Mistakes Every Investor Makes and How to Avoid Them

The Bogleheads' Guide to the Three-Fund Portfolio
What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever wanted to know about the penis but were
afraid to ask? Dr. Aaron Spitz has that answer—and many more. Let Dr. Spitz—who
served as assistant clinical professor at UC Irvine's Department of Urology for 15
years and who is a regularly featured guest on The Doctors—become your best
friend as he fearlessly guides you through the hairiest and the scariest questions in
The Penis Book. An unflinching, comprehensive guide to everything from sexually
transmitted infections to the science of blood flow, The Penis Book prominently
features an easy-to-follow holistic five-step plan for optimum penis health,
including plant-based eating recommendations, information on some penis-healthy
foods, and suggested exercises for penis wellbeing. Useful to men and women
alike, The Penis Book is a one-stop-shop for the care and maintenance of the penis
in your life.
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The Physician's Guide to Personal Finance
This new addition to the Practical Guides in Psychiatry series is a clinically oriented
pocket guide to diagnosis and treatment of schizophrenia and other psychoses.
Using the conversational style and case vignettes found in all Practical Guides in
Psychiatry titles, Dr. Freudenreich shows how to recognize psychotic signs and
symptoms, arrive at a clinical diagnosis that explains the psychosis, and treat the
disorder. Close attention is given to management of medical comorbidity,
antipsychotic-induced side effects, and drug interactions. Coverage also includes
prognostic considerations and forensic and social aspects of schizophrenia.
Appendices contain pocket cards covering emergencies, rating scales, and
wellness. The Practical Guides in Psychiatry series provides quick, concise
information for professionals on the front lines of mental health care. Written in an
easy-to-read, conversational style, these invaluable resources take you through
each step of the psychiatric care process, delivering fast facts and helpful
strategies that help you provide effective and compassionate care to your patients.

A Doctor's Basic Business Handbook
Doctors and other high income professionals receive little training in personal
finance, investing, or business. This book teaches them what they did not learn in
school or residency. It includes information on insurance, personal finance,
budgeting, buying housing, mortgages, student loan management, retirement
accounts, taxes, investing, correcting errors, paying for college, estate planning
and asset protection.

The Doctors Guide to Eliminating Debt
Do you know how you'll fund your retirement? It's true that most people won't
have nearly enough money to last them for the long run.-Prepare for the climb to
retirement using real estate investing-Learn the benefits of real estate investingDifferentiate the potential routes to build wealthBut after you can retirethen
what?-Learn how to use real estate income and equity to live in retirement!-Read
real-life profiles of investors who used real estate to retire-Put your retirement plan
into action!Written by a seasoned real estate investor, landlord, and retiree, this
book exposes the biggest benefit of retirement: Continue to make passive income
while doing MORE with your life!

A Wealth of Common Sense
PRAISE FOR DOCTOR'S EYES ONLY ""Doctor's Eyes Only should be required reading
not only for young doctors, but for all young professionals and people with
significant earning potential. Although I became associated with excellent financial
advisors later in life, I wish I had read this book much earlier in my career. It is
easy to understand and very practical."" Dr. Benjamin S. Carson, Sr., Johns Hopkins
Professor of Neurosurgery, Oncology, Plastic Surgery, and Pediatrics; Director of
the Division of Pediatric Neurosurgery; Co-Director of the The Johns Hopkins
Craniofacial Center; Award Winner of the Presidential Medal of Freedom; and BestSelling Author ""Doctor's Eyes Only is the financial book I wish I would have read
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earlier in my professional career. It gave me a wonderful insight into managing
finances that I never learned in surgical training. It is also tailored to my unique
needs as a physician."" Dr. Michael Lim, Johns Hopkins Assistant Professor of
Neurosurgery and Oncology; Director of the Metastatic Brain Tumor Center;
Director of Brain Tumor Immunotherapy ""Doctor's Eyes Only is a must-read for all
medical residents and physicians early in their careers. This really is the missing
business and financial course and I provide a copy to all surgical residents in my
program."" Dr. Matthew McGirt, Vanderbilt University Medical Center Assistant
Professor of Neurological Surgery; Director of Clinical Spine Research Doctor's Eyes
Only: "Exclusive Financial Strategies for Today's Doctors and Dentists" is the
missing financial guide that physicians need as a supplement to their ongoing
professional training. These pages include basic financial wisdom that could end up
saving you millions of dollars throughout your medical career. The strategies and
advice contained are unique to the needs of high-income physicians and dentists.
Asset protection, investment fundamentals, tax planning, and practice
management are well covered by the leaders of America's largest financial firm
that exclusively serves the needs of high income medical professionals.

Identity and the Museum Visitor Experience
China today is sexually (and in many other ways) a very repressive so ciety, yet
ancient China was very different. Some of the earliest surviving literature of China
is devoted to discussions of sexual topics, and the sexual implications of the Ym
and Yang theories common in ancient China continue to influence Tantric and
esoteric sexual practices today far dis tant from their Chinese origins. In recent
years, a number of books have been written exploring the history of sexual
practices and ideas in China, but most have ended the discussion with ancient
China and have not continued up to the present time. Fang Fu Ruan first surveys
the ancient assumptions and beliefs, then carries the story to present-day China
with brief descriptions of homosexuality, lesbianism, transvestism, transsexualism,
and prostitution, and ends with a chapter on changing attitudes toward sex in
China today. Dr. Ruan is well qualified to give such an overview. Until he left China
in the 1980s, he was a leader in attempting to change the repressive attitudes of
the government toward human sexuality. He wrote a best selling book on sex in
China, and had written to and corresponded with a number of people in China who
considered him as confidant and ad visor about their sex problems. A physician
and medical historian, Dr. Ruan's doctoral dissertation was a study of the history of
sex in China.

The Physician's Guide to Investing
Too many doctors are carrying perpetual debt and giving away a large chunk of
each paycheck as interest to the bank. The Doctors Guide to Eliminating Debt can
show you how to pay off debt faster than you imagined-including your house.
Being in debt is not a default condition. Understand the real cost and that it's not
too late to change the course of your financial life. Being debt-free is empowering,
liberating, and invigorating, but most doctors don't realize they can do it without
significant sacrifice. If you are feeling trapped by your financial obligations, realize
there is a way out. In this book, you'll find what you need to know to: --Choose the
best path if you are drowning in debt --Recognize biased financial advice --Pay off
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student loans and your house-faster than you expected --Balance spending, loan
repayment, and investing --Make compound interest work for you, instead of
against you --Retire sooner than you expected This second book in The Doctors
Guide series shows you how to establish control of your money-and ultimately your
life.
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